
 

 

August 16, 2013 
First, The Good News 

How do I know things are going to get better for The Good People of Spirit Lake?  
Because what I am seeing and hearing about people standing together and 
supporting one another in first signing the petitions to oust one of the most 
blatantly corrupt Tribal Chairmen the Tribe has ever seen.  And given the string of 
corrupt Tribal Councilors and Tribal Chairmen, that was saying something.  
Weenie Boy was one of the most vicious.  

The illegal and dirty tricks he and his Pocket Judges tried to use to hold on, did 
not discourage those brave enough to carry the petitions and to sign them.   

He’s still trying illegal and dirty tricks to regain his seat, but if the judge is honest, 
he will not be allowed back in. 

Despite your choices not being the best, you showed up, you stood up and you 
spoke up.  It’s how things get better.  

You are also not being fooled by the corrupt little gang carrying around a petition 
on Mardell Lewis.  I’m hearing stories that Suna Guy and the rest of them are 
being thrown off your property, out of your doors if they try to bring that pack of 
lies in for you to sign.  

I’m hearing and seeing people stand up for and show support for Mardell and her 
family.  You can see the good work she is doing and that means something to 
you.  You ask me what you can do to help her. I tell you to ask her.  Apparently, 
you are and that is how the community begins to get stronger: Throwing out the 
rotten and protecting and supporting the good.  

You won’t see your local/regional newspapers carrying that kind of feel good news 
about Spirit Lake. They are limited to cheesy PR about a new roof on the police 
department and an anti-smoking program, or even more comically, interviewing 
someone who lives in Devils Lake about how good it is to live on the rez, and his 
mistress who had multiple child abuse felonies against her, talk about how safe it 
was for children on the rez.  

That’s not what the people need to hear. That’s not what makes people feel good 
about the rez.  Knowing that people are standing up to the corruption and 
supporting one another speaks of courage and respect.  Real respect. Respect is 
the word that is spreading out there.  

There’s still a lot of work to do, but something tells me it can and will be done by 
the Good People of Spirit Lake, and the lies, bullying and threats won’t stop them.  

That is something ALL People can respect. That is something that makes a 
difference in a community healing.  
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I am even hearing that Kojak Thompson, who ran against Mardell Lewis in that 
last election, and his entire family, have come forward to say that she is doing a 
great job and that they support her.  

Wow.  I wish I could see as much integrity in politicians outside of the rez!  That’s 
how important the community is to Kojak and his family.  That means more and in 
more ways than I can possibly list here.  That should tell everyone there is real 
courage and integrity to be found in that up-til-now very dark place.   

Many are offended by the lies being told by the Whiteshields and Suna Guy’s 
family.  The Whiteshields did nothing as little twin girls were being starved and 
abused.  No one was charged in the murder of baby Laurynn.  Timothy Purdon all 
but reduced it to a misdemeanor for the grandmother who actually murdered the 
child, and no charges against any of those who lied about what had happened to 
her, calling it “SIDS” and “Natural Causes”.  (I maintain that Timothy Purdon would 
have been able to prevent this death had he followed basic protocol in responding 
to any of the THIRTEEN MANDATED REPORTS which pointed to the dangers in 
how children were being shuffled around and placed in dangerous environments) 

Suna Guy, a violent rapist, carrying around a petition against Mardell Lewis, is in 
itself, offensive. What is Suna up to lately?  Take a peek at FaceBook.  

Apparently, he’s still being violent to young girls.  These are his family members, 
mind you.  

This is the guy pushing 
the petitions against 
Mardell Lewis and Nancy 
Green Robertson. 

Now, couple that with the 
other drivers of those 
petitions:  

Cap Cavanaugh, 
Maryann Cavanaugh, 
Bonita Morin, Gloria 
Green, Peggy 
Cavanaugh, Noreen 
Cavanaugh and a few 
others whose 
connections to the 
corruption and abuse that 
has for decades, robbed 
and terrorized SLN.  
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They and their family members have profited from the corruption and they want to 
keep the corrupt in power.  

Allying with a violent child rapist like Suna Guy is no big deal to any of them.  The 
dark irony of all this is that their meetings where they were promoting their 
petitions and asking for signatures, were in the Church at St. Mike’s.   Even during 
services, they were passing around the petitions!  

Which has led to an IRS Complaint being filed.   

A Reminder, Padre 

Churches are supposed to be where people go to get spiritual guidance and 
teachings.  Churches are where people go to find support and strength to do the 
right things by their actions in their family and community. 

It’s where people go to collectively celebrate joyful occasions and to grieve and 
mourn on sad occasions.  

Churches are tax exempt so that people will have a place to worship.  Churches 
have, sadly, more and more, become corrupt on all levels.  From the rape of 
children, to financial fraud on behalf of the corrupt.  Further, churches have more 
and more violated the line of separation between Church and State, actively 
campaigning, from the pulpit, to support some of the most vile, hateful, corrupt 
politicians.  

St. Mike’s is among the fallen. St. Mike’s had nothing to say when they knew that 
the Tribal Chairman and his family were raping and abusing children, robbing the 
tribe blind financially, and abusing every aspect of power and position.  

Yet, when the people began to come together to overthrow the evil and 
corruption, then the Church began to spew admonishments against those 
standing up and speaking out against evil, telling them to stop ‘tearing one 
another down’.  Declaring that Satan is stirring up the people out there and 
making all this unrest, was about as far as one can go into the Dark Side, if you 
ask me.  

The only ‘tearing down’ I see out there is the tearing down of the systematic 
corruption, and the bringing down of the corrupt and the evil. If that so disturbs the 
Padres that they preach against it, and that they allow political petitions based on 
lies, carried by violent child rapists to be passed around in the congregation, then 
it becomes more clear what St. Mike’s is and what it is not.   

Now, for a simple, straight-forward explanation of what the 501(c)3 (Tax Exempt 
Status) is for those not familiar with Tax Codes and such:  

Condition of non-profit status, the United States Internal Revenue Service 
tax codes prohibit 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organizations like churches from 
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endorsing any candidate. Even the United States Catholic Conference of 
Bishops, in their guidelines regarding “Activities to Avoid,” state the 
following: “In order to avoid violating the political campaign activity 
prohibitions, parishes, other church organizations, and their 
representatives should remember these guidelines: Do not endorse or 
oppose candidates, political parties, or groups of candidates, or take 
any action that reasonably could be construed as endorsement or 
opposition. 
 

This group (Cap Cavanaugh, Maryann Cavanaugh, Bonita Morin, Gloria 
Green, Peggy Cavanaugh, Noreen Cavanaugh et. al) over the weekend at 
St Michael church were presenting and collecting petition signatures on 
Nancy Green Robertson.  They have had several partisan politic 
meetings.  This is a pattern of violations, October 2012 ND State Senator 
Mathern filed complaints against the Bismarck ND Bishop Kagan for 
partisan politics and urging parishioners to vote for the republican 
candidate Rick Berg over democratic Senator Heidi Heitkamp. 

So, Padres, it would appear that not all of your flock are mindless sheep.  Some 
are highly offended at the blatant abuses in how the Church is using its position.  

Let’s talk about ‘Satan’ some more, shall we? Or no?  

Ambulance & Fire Need To Be Fired 

I hear numerous complaints about the outright abuses of funds and hiring 
practices on both fire and ambulance.  Cheryl Ironhawk is notorious as the 
instant lay in the ambulance garage. She’s just the driver. No training even in 
basic first aid, and yet, when there was a conference on and the EMT’s had to be 
sent there for a few days, the guy she was laying requested she be sent along 
so, the Tribe paid for her to go on an all expense paid trip where all she did was 
screw.  

I know how she got the way she is. She is the daughter of a registered sex 
offender notorious for raping his own children, including a child with multiple 
handicaps who was wheelchair bound.  

I know how Cheryl became the sex toy of any and all males. I get that. But she 
should not be hired in at a critical service with no training and no self control and 
no supervision.  

Another perk she enjoys is that because she doesn’t own a vehicle so Piggy 
Cavenaugh has okayed that she be allowed to drive the Suburban which is 
intended for official use only, as her private vehicle.  
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The Suburban was seen earlier this week, pulled over on one of the back roads. 
No, it was not out of gas. It was Cheryl and some 20 something EMT was giving 
it to her in the ass.  

As soon as they were spotted, he pulled out of her, jumped into the driver’s seat 
and tore out of there.  Damage done, son.  

The next day, the Suburban was pulling out of the Ambulance area, and Cheryl 
was the passenger. The driver ducked down and hid his face.  

Anyone dating any man that works for the Ft. Totten Ambulance in any capacity, 
as an EMT, Janitor, gardener, anything… go get yourself checked for venereal 
diseases.  The woman is not clean and the men, apparently, not picky.  

The Fire Department firing, ahem, “laying off” the only qualified firefighter as 
retaliation against the auditor who uncovered volumes of corruption in their 
practices, is further evidence that there is a lot of work to be done out there.  

Meryl Ironhawk (there’s that name again) was caught stealing from other 
firefighters, and from the department itself, but he gets to keep his job.  Boyd 
Herman (another Turdling) who has a DUI, gets to keep his job.  

Firefighters are told there is not enough money to supply them with equipment, 
and they have to buy their own gloves, but Vincent Littleghost and Jennifer Black 
seem to enjoy their jobs as Director and Administration Assistant.  They get to 
hire and fire whomever they want.  

Apparently, the missing money, the corrupt hiring practices being exposed, put 
them on the spot. So, as the corrupt do, they retaliated for the Auditor’s report. 
Yeah, that made it all better!  

Jennifer Black’s father is Wayne Black. (Scott Black is Iris Black’s father). Wayne 
Black and his wife, I am told, are really decent people.  I wonder if they raised 
their daughter this way or if she decided she didn’t need the values she was 
raised with?  If they are the decent people I am told they are, Mom & Dad Black 
might want to explain to Jennifer how her corrupt behaviors do reflect badly on 
the family.  Given that Scott Black and Iris Black have already blackened the 
family name, they may want to take care of this little issue sooner rather than 
later? Just guessing.  

But, if you think you’ll never need Fire or Ambulance services, or if you do, you 
are okay with having thieves and drunks showing up, or under equipped fire 
fighters, or an ambulance that may or may not show up depending on whether 
the driver is screwing someone at that critical moment or not, then ignore all of 
this and go on with whatever you were doing.  
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If you do think that Emergency Services such as Fire and Ambulance should 
have some sort of standards and integrity in whom they hire and how they are 
equipped, then, you might want to get on this one soon as you can. 

Instant Appointment 

Joel Redfox can’t be bothered with holding meetings to take care of Tribal 
Business during the week.  He dodges his responsibilities like a pro.  But, 
anything for his friend and pal, Andrew Morin.   

Andrew Morin was canned for theft and embezzlement from his position as Fish 
and Wildlife Director. That despite his sister, Bonita Morin writing him a 
permission slip to steal.  

Joel Redfox managed to make an instant appointment to fill that position… with 
Clarence Morin, Andrew’s son.  Keep it in the family? Millions of Federal Dollars 
go through that Department. Nice to see Andrew will still be close to it.  

Don’t worry if Clarence steals equipment or vehicles. His auntie Bonita will write 
him a note to say it’s okay.  

Time for Joel Redfox to go.  Not sure how much more damage his actions and 
inactions the Tribe can afford.  

Burning Questions 

I hear that Bentley GreyBear abruptly resigned after being questioned by 
investigators regarding his horrific abuses of his wife, Melissa. He was then 
heard on the phone to her, detailing to her how he was going to beat and abuse 
her when he got home.  

His fling with Baby’s Momma, Monique, all done with? What a man, Bentley. 
Beat up the wife, hospitalize her, but make sure you also abuse and abandon the 
mother of your child?  Hard to be a mistress out there, eh Monique?   

Considering how she and Melissa Merrick (Victims Assistant Director) protected 
Bentley by trashing the reports of spousal abuse by him, I’d think he’d show a 
little more appreciation.  

His quitting abruptly (still looking to verify but appears to be true) means that he 
can’t cruise around in big bad police vehicles, picking up girls and raping them. 
He also can’t protect the child abusers/rapists in his own family.  He needs that 
badge, gun and authority.  

The other question is for Myra and Weenie Boy. 
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Myra proudly proclaimed last month that there was a $23Million surplus in ONE 
tribal account when she left office, and that it was emptied within 3 months of 
Weenie Boy taking office.  

First: That $23Million was news to all those who had sought assistance for 
medical, fuel, and food and were told that the Tribe was broke, routinely during 
Myra’s term—so where did that money come from? What programs did she rob 
to get that cash?  

Also, where did that money go?  

So, Myra; where did that money come from? 

Weenie Boy; where did that money go? 

How many politicians, bureaucrats, judges and others got paid off? I’d love to see 
that list. I bet Timothy Purdon’s name is right at the top.  

I can’t think of any good reason why Purdon ignored Thirteen Mandated Reports 
of Child Abuse, rape, endangerment, but a big fat chunk of cash would factor in 
to that equation, nicely.  It would also explain why, despite multiple witnesses 
ppoint to Weenie Boy’s nephew as one of the killers of the DuBois Children, 
Purdon never allowed him to be investigated and the FBI agents on the scene, 
deliberately and actively destroyed evidence and ordered evidence to be 
destroyed.  

 I wonder if Judge Patrick Lee, who made so many bogus rulings in favor of 
Weenie Boy, got a chunk?  

$23Million in missing cash could factor into all of that, and other bizarre and 
corrupt official actions the way no other explanation could.  

Someone has a list. No one puts out that kind of cash outlay without holding onto 
something to guarantee mutual protection.  No one. Not even Weenie Boy would 
let something that golden slip past him.  

Imagine being in a suit, polishing political aspirations as high as one can go, and 
knowing that the keystone to all if it is the silence of the most corrupt, who 
essentially, own you?  Bet someone is having trouble sleeping at night.  

I’m sleeping just fine. Then again, no one has bought me off. My mistakes are 
honest and can be retracted.  Not so some of the suits. Their discomfort? What’s 
that smell? Something burning? Delicious. I’m not letting this go.  

You know where to find me. 

~Cat 

 


